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THE CAMDEN ART CENTRE, LONDON

In August and September, 1969 the Camden Art Centre 
Is to hold an exhibition of All-African Art. There will be 
examples of artists’ work, and perhaps some crafts, from as 
many African states as possible.

Readers of CLASSIC who might wish to contribute 
examples of their work, be It paintings or craft work shonlri 
get in touch with Ella Winter, at The Camden Art 
103 Prognal, london N.W. 3. centre.



CONTRIBUTORS
OSWALD JOSEPH MTSHALI, 29, matriculated in Natal, where 

he was born. He now works as a messenger in Johannesburg but 
follows the advice given to him by his teachers ‘to write as long 
as it itches’ and hopes to write enough good poems for an 
anthology.

NJABULO SIMAKAHLE NDEBELE is 20 and lives in Nigel, 
Transvaal but matriculated in Swaziland. He is studying for A 
level English and hopes to do Speech and Drama at a university. 
Has been writing poetry since he was 15.

WOPKO JENSMA bom in South Africa in 1939. After a B.A. 
at Pretoria University he translated novels and then became an 
art teacher at Swaneng Hill School in Serowe. He is also a painter 
and during 1968 had shows in Pretoria and New York. During 
1969 he will exhibit in Johannesburg, and Oxford, England. He is 
married and has two children and mainly resident in Botswana.

EDA MALENKY lives in New York, is 23 and married to a 
musician. Is an honorary member of Reality House which is a 
rehabilitation centre for ex drug-addicts and ex-convicts.

AESOP PATEL born in 1943 in Germiston, Transvaal and was 
educated in Natal and England. He has edited a student magazine 
in London and his poems have appeared in various magazines 
and anthologies. The first collection of his own poems appears 
later this year under the title ‘Burning Aloe Rises.’ He is also 
preparing an anthology of South African Modern Poetry and 
‘Songs of Shakespeare.’ He still has time to be a student reading 
Applied Biology, in London.

CLAIRE GEBER, 15, bom in South Africa but has lived in 
London since she was seven. Has had a ballad published and 
performed at the Hampstead Festival. Hopes to read Physics at 
university and plays in her school orchestra.

JOHN OKAI is a Ghanaian. Has an M.A. (Litt.) from Gorky 
Literary Institute, Moscow, and was elected to a Fellowship of 
the Royal Society of Arts in 1968. His poems have been translated 
into several languages and he has had two books of poems 
published. Lives at present in London working on a doctorate 
at the University of London.

MAFIKA MICHAEL PASCAL GWALA will be 23 in October. 
He was born in Natal and after matriculating spent a year at 
University. He is at present a ‘jobless fag-bumper’ and is ‘just 
trying’ to write but is ambitious to be able to do it full time.



RUTH MILLER is one of South Africa’s leading poets. She has 
had two books published, Floating Island which won the 1966 
Ingrid Jonker Memorial Prize and Selected Poems published this 
year. She is married and has a daughter.

I. CHOONARA was bom in Roodepoort, Transvaal and educated 
there and in Johannesburg. Has been in the U.K. since 1954 
where he recently completed his M.Sc. Has taught mathematics 
for six years at a Girls Comprehensive High School in London. 
He is currently doing post-graduate work at Brunei University, 
has had a play broadcast and his Collected Poems will be out in 
October. ‘Grass Fire’ is part of ‘Sketches of a South African 
Childhood.’

AHMED ESSOP is 37. He has an Honours degree in English and 
teaches English at the Nirvana High School in Lenasia, Johan
nesburg. A short story by him appears in the new P.E.N. Antho
logy of South African Writing.

LOLA WATTER, South African born poet and art critic. Earns 
her living by teaching art to children and publishes numerous 
articles. Has had a book on Eduardo Villa published.

LIONEL ABRAHAMS. Johannesburg-bom short story writer, 
literary critic and poet. Is the Editor of Purple Renoster a literary 
journal of merit. Has edited a collection of H. C. Bosman stories 
and with Nadine Gordimer was co-editor of South African Writing 
Today, a Penguin anthology.

DALE St. JOHN WHITE, is an Anglican Minister of Johannes
burg who writes poetry primarily for his own pleasure. This is 
his first published poem.

WALLY M. SEROTE was born in Sophiatown, Johannesburg, 
24 years ago. He writes mainly for his own entertainment and 
this is his first published work.



THE DETRIBALISED
Oswald Joseph Mtshali

He was born in Sophiatown, 
Or Alexandra I am not sure, 
but certainly not In Soweto,

He skipped school 
during playtime 
to hock sweets 
peanuts, shoelaces, 
pilfered in town 
caddied at the golfcourse

He can write — 
only his name;
He can read —
“The World”
Our one and only paper 
“The golden City Post” 
murder, rape and robbery

He has served time 
at the “Fort” .
Prison is no shame 
just as unavoidable 
and unpleasant 
as going to a dentist.

He’s a “clever” 
not a “moegie” ; 
he never says baas 
to no bloody white man.

He wears
the latest Levison’s suits 
“Made in America”
From Cuthbert’s 
a pair of Florscheim shoes 
“America’s finest shoes”



He pays cash 
that’s why 
he’s called Mister.

He goes for quality, man 
Not quantity never — 
the price is no obstacle

His furniture is
from Ellis, Bradlows exclusive.

Nothing from the O.K. Bazaars 
except groceries 
and Christmas toys 
for their kids
“ Very cheap!” says his wife.

Yes, his wife
also born in the city, Orlando! 
she’s pretty 
dresses very well
costumes from Vanity or Millews

She’s very sophisticated 
uses Artra, Hi-Lite 
skin lightening cream 
hair straightened 
wears lipstick 
a wig, nail polish 
she can dance 
the latest “Monkey” .

He married her 
after he had fathered 
two kids
to prove her fertility.
There’s the occasional 
domestic quarrel 
he punches her 
a “blue eye” 
to show her 
he’s the boss.

He takes another cherie 
to the movies 
at Lyric or Majestic



They dine at the Kapitan 
and sleep at the Planet

Maybe they go 
to a night session 
in a posh shebeen 
jazz, booze 
knives and guns.

The wife sees 
a “nyanga” 
to bring her 
man back home.

He runs a car 
’60 Impala Chev.
Automatic, sleek.

He knows
He must carry a pass
He don’t care for politics
He don’t go to church
He knows Sobukwe
He knows Mandela
The3f’re in Robben Island
"So what? That’s not my business!”



SING A SOUL OF SIXPENCE
VVopko Jensma

ONE

all for levelling
a bureaucracy immersed in holy money 

the klddo 
hollyballoos 
hopscotch 
blows peanut 
pitch kit 
meanders ova 
helluva o
no time for games now buddy 
slimy ghouls 
suck pips 

the endless scars 
thru futile games
loud birthrights denounces Khoi-Khoi 
too bad for pocks 
: wild game anyway

TWO

some fort is Impenetrable
hack
their
skulls
with
machineguns
open
blood
spurts
thru
guilt

a communal fear unites us

S



THREE

do not exhibit your sickness
i am tired of pictures 
in the abstract (what!) 

but in stark reality you are
stripped naked : in nude 

your transparent skin lustres a filth
and prostrate, the body 

Illuminates gangrene, a flesh
turned green, sincerely 

you plus thorns : Christ meant
for the society turned 

stone : after all, we are white

FOUR

when he opened the ceremony
i thought of last year
when he passed that infamous bill
denouncing all rights :
now we must say ; sorry i live, boss
yes, last year 1 became scum
notice his pride in that watchdog
i also remember i protested
thats why i am peering
thru bars and one with the gutter



LOOKING AT THE GIRL 1 LOVE
Njabulo S. Ndebele

Looking at the girl I love,
A slim girl of the bright East,
A small light of my life,
I can feel the weight of the stars 
Bobbing on the empty palms of my hands;
I can feel the surge of tides
On the shores of the sea in my heart;
(Come! The world becomes mine.)
The moon pulls at my wax heart,
Whose wick of honeyed love.
Burns resplendent love out to a swooning world 
With a flame, red with the sun’s best blood.

Looking at the girl I adore,
A tiny love of my life,
A shy light of love benumbs my conscience, O!
I cannot taste this love, well spiced:
Thin veils in God’s Images — thin veils!
I cannot recapture the whole universe into my arms: 
Thin veils — thin veils in God’s Images!
I cannot sing a sigh of a smile.
But in a piece of time, I will. I will.
Looking more and always 
At the small breasts of my love;
Looking at the girl I love.



TAKE MY HAND, BROTHER
Eda Malenky

Please,
Brother,
Take my hand.
Yes,
on this side
to balance the baby on my other hip.
Let’s run — we’re getting old —
— to the way of the swimming hole that I know.

You, a bachelor at 40
And your sister, a mother at 20,
We must hold on so tight;
The world is being killed so fast.
Brother, show me the wood and silver
that you carve and hammer from the
Wonders
of your
Soul.

We will decorate the cradles 
of the world with them.
Let’s drink our palm-wine quickly.
The sun is already bright and hot.
Your sister has joined with your strength 
In the fight against the noisy, troubled air, 
that our children suffocate in, and wither.
We must baptise the earth with our fingers.
Wet and calloused,
Touch every inch of budding ground 
Before the sun is blotted out forever.
Take my hand.
Brother,
Before we all perish.



Lionel Abrahams

Jesus, you jerry-built with men.
Crude, shoddy blocks, the ones you chose 
drove children from you, 
chid the luxurious sureness of a girl 
who knew how dearly she should praise.
You wrought with your selected twelve
who, while you waited, slept —
with one who, though you’d taught him how to teach,
still used his sword to pierce the soldier’s ear —
with Judas, and the thrice-denying Rock,
and Thomas who must feel your fatal wound.
Men are your house — two thousand years of such,
and mad and spiteful Saints, and us:
so, innocent Eternal Carpenter,
no wonder now your house
(nailed with your wasted agonies)
like man, decays.



AFTER A WARM JULY
Lionel Abrahams

Winter went warm at the centre.
Now branches dare late-snoozing August 
with hoar-powdered greens 
and blossoms snow thick.
Given early, the merciful guerdon 
becomes a charming avuncular treat 
My thanks for this softened season 
are frozen. Churlish
I think of the pole piling the justice of wind 
The frost will eat the fruit.



Aesop Patel

Whose room is this?
I tell you it’s mine,
Welcome stranger.

Within these four walls 
I wrote my poems 
And read my books.

In this little heaven;
I studied Sciences 
And made love.

It was my parlour,
My kingdom without 
Rubies and gold.

Here I found peace.
Slept in solace 
Like a king.

My room, farewell,
I leave you with memories,
(a tramp’s departure in dignity).

Remember to let others know,
I was here between 
1963—1967.



Claire Geber

You have been sent a booklet.
Please follow the Instructions carefully;
Success cannot be guaranteed.
These goods are not exchangeable.

Bend the pipe-cleaners to the required shape.
Cover evenly with flesh — available in all colours. 
Stick on with cellotape.

Teeth, hair, brain optional (see ‘Extras').

Maintenance is easy, your child should take 
A mighty dose of television 
And ketchup-covered cake

Rebellion to be expected within eighteen years.

Important!
When the time comes for him to know 
The Facts of Life

Do Not Explain Anything

He will be sent a booklet.



SEA SNAKES
John Okai

“ . . . Many a drunken drive 
Of a horse-drawn vehicle 
Was brought home 
By his sober horses,
Today
He is brought home 
By the hospital ambulance 
Or the fellows 
Who help the coroner . .
So,

seeking to
know

How
our stomachs

would
Be,
After drinking 
The twentieth

pot of
Water;
So,

seeking to
know

How
our fields

would
Lie
After filling 
The twentieth

mound
With seeds,
I
went

and sat
Upon

the soft.



silky
Seasands 
And gossiping

with the
Waves,
I listened

and heard 
In the shiny

tiny
Seashells,
The sacred

chant
of the

Seasnakes.

CAT AND BIRD
Wally Mongane Serote 

Soft steps,
Expressed fully by the teeth.
Meeting each other through the road of flesh. 
And blood, the last sweat of the bird 
Dripped.
The cat slid across the green grass.
Glowing hunger in its dark eyes.
Into the dry, dusty leaves 
It hid.



Five poems by M. Pascal Gwala

THE SHEBEEN QUEEN
She stood at the factory gate 
as she watched 
her last debtor approach, 
vooping his oversized overalls.
Her last Friday’s collection 
at this firm. Fifteen of them all. 
‘Come beetle shine up’
The man pulled out the bank notes 
— with a quivering smile.
‘Gosh, more than half his wages;

I didn’t force it 
on him.’

She zipped her fat purse and
they walked across the crowded street
into a butchery.
When they whisked out 
he had, tucked under his arm 
a plastic bag: fowl heads and feet. 
And she — exposed out 
in her tight shopper: a broiler.



WINTER
Weatherbeaten 
as keen as a tinsoldier 
the barrierman stands.
In: a black cap

a black coat
black trousers

black shoes.
His hands going clip-clip into the workers’ tickets.

They say Mussolini loved black shirts.
He set the trains going on time 
But Rome wept all the same;
Tears dropping on the hillsides of Ethopia.

The workers flood down the steps 
from the bridge. Jostling shoulders 
crampy biceps.
Through the narrow gate 
they push into the train.
Their smiles, their frowns 
unearthing new problems of the day.

They say problems don’t melt like soap 
but itch under the skin like a ringworm 
They say many things. People.
Somehow I come across this sublime truth

Mount a tie and be a fool 
their stories are saying 
to the young man next to me.
He seems to feel the pricks
For he clutches his James Hadley Chase novel
with his girlish fingers —
as if it were the very life.

The daily sheepshanks of a twisted reality:
The FM. The newspapers. The schools.
— They laugh it off
— I laugh it off
— WE laugh it off.

On the surface.



ONE SMALL BOY LONGS FOR SUMMEl
(For Bill Naughton)

The kettle hisses
Mother moves about the kitchen
sliding from corner to corner.
The fire from the stove 
pierces into the marrow.
And mother pushing towards the stove 
warns of the steam.
My young brother, Thamu, jerks my arm 
violently: Stop leaning on me; your elbow 
has sunk into my thigh.

Apology
I wasn’t aware.

The kettle sings
Some distant far-away song?

Mother picks it up
with an almost tender care.
Sets me thinking of a war-picture 
The actor carefully setting the charge 
and smiling all the time 

I’ll also be a soldier
when I’m old — why, Uncle Shoba was one. 
Father drops the paper on the table 
He comes to join us

— staring coldly round.
It’s no frown really.
But he’s grinding his jaws.

Maybe it’s the July
Handicap.

The kettle purrs now
Steam Is escaping; it kisses the ceiling
and vanishes. Mother Is pouring the violent waters
Into the coffee-jug. Coffee.
Yes, I need some coffee — a mug of hot coffee.
Very rousing.
We can’t play outside — I must not go, I know 

How we danced In the rain. We are so tired 
of the winter: it’s so dingy outside.
We can’t play Inside — I’m so tied up.
It’s so boring, I feel like bursting into 
a cracking laughter; but father.



hell go mad.
It’s so steamy inside 
I feel I could bite the walls down. 
If only it makes the winter pass.

WE LIE UNDER TALL GUM-TREES
We lie under tall gum-trees 
Hidden from the moonlight, 
the stars and the silvery summer clouds.
In the thick shadows of tall gum-trees.

Mosquitoes hover round 
and above us.
Swarming from the black swamps 
of a pulp factory nearby
— like jetbombers blackening the Vietnam skies. 
And as we spiralled 
towards awareness 
they bit us.
First you.
Then me.

Now, no more a virgin 
You have tasted 
the painful joy of love.



PAPER CURTAINS

If you say
Black, White and Yellow
can make or break the walls that surround them
Then you shall not shame yourself
by clothing them
Black, White and Yellow
in tattered rags
picked up from the gutters
of the Stock Exchange.

If you say
Limehill is a cancer symptom 
Then you shall not deplore 
the incision of a surgeon’s knife 
that will encircle the tumour and 
cut it out
Bringing new life to the body cells.

And if you cry change 
You shall not shrink 
at the slightest shaking 
of the speedneedle
as it races across the meter of our lives 
to register the pace of the motor 
that drives home freedom. Sacrifice.

For if you shout:
You’re going too far!
YOU’RE severing peaceful relations!
If you cry: You’re overhasty!
You’re running too fast!
Then my friend you are a hypocrite 
Then you’re a stuntist fraud in a dead 
and mighty fall.

You won’t pull your curtains 
if they are made of paper 
(I warn you Don’t)
You won’t look at life outside
You won’t keep sunlight in your room
Paper curtains, my friend, are not flexible enough.



LIMEHILL LAMENT
Dale St. John White

Why were we removed 
To this empty veld decorated 
With hot thorn trees 
Blown to dust and despair.

Who supplied the hot tents 
Dumped our possessions outside 
Lett us waterless to start 
Without hope to live.

Who gave the poles 
the twisted wire and 
nails like old men’s fingers 
to build a new house.

Why are we left 
Why are we loved 
Why are we people 
Why are we black.

* Limehill is a desolate area to which a community of Africans 
was removed in January 1968



LIMEHILL LULLABYE
Ruth Miller

Lie down, little one, under the tree 
(Mamma’s little baby Is sleeping now)
Where brittle bushes gashed with thorns 
Make a small shade, though scoured with sun

Sleep, little one
In the unblinking stare of the ground.
And Life shall have no dominion.



LOUIS MAQHUBELA
Lola Waiter

'T’he second number of Classic, published In 1963, came out 
with an article by Charles Egllngton on a young graphic 

artist whose name was Louis Maqhubela. In the concluding 
paragraph, Mr. Eglington wrote, ‘If his present develop
ment — as I am inclined to believe it is — is directed to
wards fusing form and suggestion more completely, I be
lieve that Maqhubela will emerge as an artist of great 
Imaginative strength.’

Three years afterwards, in 1966, Louis Maqhubela was to 
win first prize at the Adler Fielding Gallery’s annual Ar
tists of Fame and Promise Exhibition, for his cont6 drawing, 
Peter’s Denial, (see page 31). Since then, his work has 
grown both in the technical ability which it displays, and 
in the unique poetic power that it communicates. To-day 
Maqhubela has acheived the rare position of being one of 
the foremost exponents of an intense symbolism that has 
been derived from a personal distillation of experiences 
rooted in African urban life.

Louis Maqhubela was born in Durban. While at school 
in Johannesburg he was roused by the poetry of John 
Keats to produce a series of drawings. These were based 
on events that he had seen in the townships, but already 
he was concerned with transcending visual facts and with 
presenting them in an amalgam of humour and imagin
ative vision.

A large drawing from this early period, The Followers 
of Bacchus, received a prize at the Rembrandt Tobacco 
Company’s Schools Exhibition in 1959, that was based on 
the theme ‘The Joy of Living.’ The young Maqhubela’s 
interpretation consisted of a group of men and women 
who sprawl against each other, filled to the brim with the 
‘blushful Hlppocrene.’ The connotations of this ironically 
depicted scene were obvious. The shabby clothes, the dis
torted bodies, the meagre pleasure of scanty joys, these 
were not represented as an Hogarthlan attack on vice 
but Instead as an indictment.



After leaving school, Maqhubela studied art for a year 
at the Polly Street Bantu Men’s Social Centre, under the 
directorship of the wood-engraver, Cecil Skotnes.

Even at the beginlng of his career as a professional artist, 
Louis Maqhubela had recognised the difficulty of incorp
orating the African tribal past into drawing and painting. 
This, he felt, was ‘for sculpture.’ He did utilize certain of 
the devices used by the tribal sculptors such as simpli
fication and stylization. But he did not care to penetrate 
beyond the outward forms. His concern was not with the 
agrarian past but with the urban present. The individual’s 
reflection of, and inter-connection with, the urbanised en- 
vlroment of Africa as expressed through the plastic arts, 
this became the content of Maqhubela’s work; a content 
that has become increasingly diversified as he has developed 
as an artist.

Poetry has always been a rich field of inspiration for 
Maqhubela. (He is particularly moved by the poems of 
Donne, Keats and Pope). Another is Zen Buddhism. From 
these sources, and from his own meditations on experienced 
reality, he formulates his ideas. He writes them out in a 
kind of associative poetry. These poems he considers merely 
as an adjunct — a clearing-ground — for the crystallization 
of images. Maqhubela’s plastic conceptions are then not 
the results of mere automism, accidently caused, but the 
fruit of his mystical and philosophical meditations.

From the technical achievements made by the abstract 
painters, Louis Maqhubela has learnt how to heighten the 
emotional Impact of his poetically conceived images. Shapes 
extend and relate across the picture-plane, where form 
appears to dissolve and then is re-established by the flick 
of a line or by a touch of texture

Maqhubela makes use of symbols and signs to indicate 
subjects that have direct reference to nature. In his first 
One Man Exhibition at the Adler Fielding Gallery, in 
March 1967, the figurative emphasis in his drawings was 
still explicit. With black, white and venetian-red cont6 
crayons, he presented a pantheon in which man, beast, 
bird, tree and stone, merged and overlapped into a single 
idiom of expression.

His forms during this period conveyed an archaic, al
most Etruscan, calm. Heavy black outline emphasised their 
shape. To provide high-lights, the crayon was scraped and 
scratched down to the surface of the cartridge-paper. \ 
rich textural effect was obtained, reminiscent of stained- 
glass. He added strips of paper as collage to some of the



drawings, such as Birds in Flight. In others, he began to 
extend his colour-range by using pure blues, reds and 
yellows. Maqhubela elaborated on his imaginative sym
bolism in the Prison Breakers, (see page 30) by revealing 
how Man’s spirit can break out of the bars and shackles 
that cage him, and can Interfoliate like branches of a 
strong and healthy plant towards the sky, where birds 
move in freedom.

Maqhubela had evidently mastered his medium and had 
taken its ix)ssibillties to the maximum. The vigorous Images 
easily communicated his clear and powerful vision. Maqhu
bela was ready to extend into the next stage of his de
velopment, to acquire more subtle tools for expression.

The prize-winning money from the Adler Fielding Gal
lery was spent in going to Europe. Maqhubela went to the 
galleries and to the museums. He absorbed what he saw 
and was stimulated, but found little there for his own 
work. An exception was the painting of Paul Klee. Klee’s 
mystic and poetic pictorial images were to find increasing 
resonance in Maqhubela’s new approach to his art.

In November 1968, Louis Maqhubela held a second One 
Man Exhibition, this time at the Lidchi Gallery. He showed 
paintings, in oils and in water-colours, that he had created 
during the last two years.

The year in Europe, where he also had the opportunity 
of working with the painter, Douglas Portway, had helped 
to broaden his vision far beyond the limits of that kind of 
‘Township’ realism which still seduces so many of our 
artists.

Maqhubela has changed his style considerably. The fluid 
medium that he uses now — either in delicate layers of 
water-colour wash, or in glazes of turpentine mixed with 
oil and floated on to paper — demands a more complex ap
proach to the image. Moment of Vision (See page 32).

Over areas of prussian-blues and venetian-reds, Maqhu
bela adumbrates suggestive forms with graphic calligraphy. 
Shapes of horses and of birds appear frequently. (See 
Horse-Wire-Bird, page 33). The tight wirey line that 
wanders over the surface of the picture-plane, evokes 
figures, huts and boulders. It both creates and links the 
symbols into one living entity, with Man no more important 
than the elements of his environment. The paintings work 
on two levels, with the forms acting as pivots between 
reality and unreality. Their mystic and poetic quality 
becomes enhanced.

The painting. Figure Sleeping for Instance, is of a 
heavily swathed figure that is surrounded by shapes re



presenting aspects of her dreams. This monumental image 
is associated with ideas of death and mummification. It 
is heavy yet transparent; an unreal bundle of cloth yet a 
real symbol of sleep. The work is the result of the cogita
tions of a highly subtle mind that ranges freely over ex
perience in order to distil an essential image.

Louis Maqhubela has been closely connected with Mslaba 
Dumile and with Bill Ainslle. Their friendship has 
stimulated, not influenced, the personal vision of each of 
the artists. Maqhubela’s work remains unique. It is an 
instance of the imaginative mind that can transcend beyond 
any sordid reality, of talent that breaks through as it forces 
barbed wire to blossom into flowers.

Louis Maqhubela Photo by Peter Magubane

‘It is fortunate indeed that one has to paint 
one’s painting instead of talking one’s 
painting —  since one talks by reasoning 
and one’s reasoning is not always reason
able.’

(from a letter to CLASSIC, 5th March 1969)





Prison Breakers — Photo by Peter Magubane



Peter’s Denial — by courtesy of Rand Daily Mail





Horse-Wire-Bird — by courtesy of Rand Daily Mail



Detail from Horse-Wire-Bird



GRASS FIRE
I. Choonara

T knew I could not go back to sleep, so I sat down near the 
window and looked out onto the distant hills. It was 

beautiful: right across the street and beyond the tops of 
the shops and houses and far beyond to the other side. 
During the day one could see herds of cows grazing, like 
little clusters of black spots on a dull yellow carpet, specks 
which kept on changing their positions, and then gradually 
as the shadows lengthened and the sun sank beyond the 
blue hills the herds were shepherded back into their kraals, 
and a faint emptiness lingered on in the short twilight, and 
then abruptly nothing: only the cold darkness. There were 
no houses there on those hills, no roads, no traffic, nothing, 
no lights, and only on clear nights when the moon was 
shining like some pale lamp and casting a dull silver glow 
could one see the outlines of the hills, the weak shadows, 
the weaker silhouettes and the clear sky beyond. And then 
again in the late summer and autumn, when the grass was 
crisp and dry, crackling to burn, one saw those hills again 
at night. Long strings of grass on fire, ribbons of red delight 
which hung naked in the empty air, as if suspended from 
heaven itself. Long streaks of shrieking flames and thin 
white smoke, almost ghostly, and lighted up from below. 
All night the grass would burn, and all night one could see 
those red lines, brazen strokes across the horizon, roaring 
in distant anger. How beautiful that grass fire looked at 
night, on those hills where but a few hours before peaceful 
cows were grazing away without a care in the world.

In the valley just below there was a little river with a 
small pool where we young boys used to go swimming. The 
railway lines ran along that pool and as each train passed 
we jumped into the water, naked as we were, and waved 
across to those passing strangers, who shouted back friendly 
abuse. As we grew older and more self-concious we stopped 
going there: we stopped swimming naked, we stopped 
waving to strangers who travelled in those trains. And we 
stopped all the other games we used to play in the small



field just beyond the church grounds. The grass there was 
always long and soft and green, and we used to plait it into 
little pigtails, then join two of these to form an arch, ten 
to twelve inches off the ground and well hidden by the sur
rounding grass. We would linger around, waiting for the 
unwary traveller, waiting for some person to miss one of 
those mischievous arches and catch their feet in it, and 
plonk, flat on the ground amidst a roar of laughter from a 
discreet distance. But often we waited in vain for our 
victims, for only kids walked through the grass, the elders 
just hung on to the well-worn paths which looked like the 
parting of hair amidst the profuse growth. Those who 
knew kept away from those hundreds of arches, our nasty 
loops, and we would get tired waiting, and run and chase 
each other across the field; we ourselves would get caught 
in those pigtails and down we would come to sharp jerking 
pain and a face full of grass, and shrill laughter all round. 
Then the hot summer would dry the grass up, and we would 
start our grass fires.

All of us would gather old clothes, empty bags, tattered 
blankets and holed trousers, too far gone to be of any value, 
and anything else that was even remotely combustible we 
would stack in one corner, along with the dry newspaper,s, 
yellow with stale news and faded pictures, cardboard boxes, 
empty illicit cigarette packets and tattered comics. Then 
there would be a frantic search for box of matches, and 
equally frantic dash to the nearest house, a quick prowl 
through the kitchen and then the triumphant return, and 
soon the little blaze of glory: short tufts of grass burning 
briskly, crackling with the long summer venom. More 
patches ignited, and thick lachrymatory smoke and we 
children joyfully rushing about, beating the fire where it 
looked as if it was getting out of hand, burning too fast, 
too rapid for our enjoyment, flames too high and too fierce 
for us to gloat at. We would watch, and care, and tend the 
blaze, and our hands would tire as we would swing the old 
blanket, smother an unruly patch, temper the flame, and 
keep it from spreading too near the church. Suddenly a 
gust of wind, sharp and furious, a whirl of flames, rose-red 
and prickly, reaching sky high, and pushing us all back, 
our faces aglow with awe and fear, and childish delight, 
with red and ember, gold and black sooty specks and ugly 
bits of burnt grass rushing all round, clinging to the clothes, 
the face, the hair, and worst of all in the gutters of the 
trouser turnups, black boots, powdery-charcoal black, 
dirtying everything, and the eyes watering all the time.

J



But who cared. We would throw oranges in the flames and 
roast them, and burn them: the hot muggy smell of orange 
skin, and we would retrieve them with a smouldering stick, 
and toss the hot spheroid from hand to hand, peel it, pass 
the steamy segments amidst cries of delight, and then off 
again to some part of the field where the flames were too 
high and quickly stamp the tufts to black death, and soon 
the once golden field is no more. Only one large, ugly, bare, 
black patch hanging on to long tassels of smoke and 
Isolated spots of smouldering ashes, and all the junk: the 
empty cans, the once crowded sardine tins, gaping with 
black insides, and lids curled up like tiny swiss rolls, or like 
watchsprings broken from the time-keeping catch, bottles, 
labels burnt black, cracked, dangerously cracked glass, but 
who cared. And then there were all the other bits, bricks 
and stones and bare earth, all black and charred, exposed 
again to the autumn evening sun.

We would trudge home, dirty, tired, knowing full well the 
scolding that would be awaiting us, and the rebuke, the 
spanking for playing with fire, for dirtying our clothes, 
perhaps burning a hole or two, and yet after it was all over 
we would eagerly wait lor the coming winter, the spring, 
the summer, the hot summer and then autumn: we would 
burn the grass again when it was long and dry and crisp 
with excitement, waiting for us, and then suddenly one 
year we would be too old to play with grass fires, and we 
would be thinking about our clothes, and our hair styles, 
and what impression we made on the girls. We would stand 
in small self-concious clusters eyeing the girls, waiting for 
that imperceptible movement of the lips, the tiniest flicker 
of the eyelids, the understanding glance, and one knew that 
the beloved had received the latest epistle, sneaked in 
between the books during the morning break, and placed 
with a prayer that it would never fall into the hands of 
the teacher, (what a fool one would look if she dared read 
it out in front of the whole class), or worse still fall into the 
hands of the girl-friend’s worst enemy: who would be the 
first to suspect anyway, and would gladly spread the mutual 
secret.

How strange it was. We wanted each other so much, and 
yet were afraid that others might know about it. But so 
self-concious I had become, like many others at this age, 
that I was ashamed to be seen with any female, and that 
included mother. I knew what the other boys of my age 
were thinking, for I was thinking the same things too: other 
people’s wives, their sisters, their mothers, and the very



idea of walking with a woman in public was too frighten
ing. Hence all love affairs were in the strictest secrecy, only 
the closest mutual friends knew, and were sworn to be 
absolutely discreet about the whole thing, but how soon 
everybody guessed, suspected and knew. How quickly one 
noticed the regular figure in a particular street, walking 
aimlessly, or in pretended aimlessness, how one watched for 
the slightest movement of the curtains: a brief glance, a 
warm smile, a blown kiss, all over in a moment, then again 
that walk, that trudging along, the thousand footsteps that 
spun round and round the house of one’s beloved, a hundred 
excuses not to go home, a hundred more to go in a particular 
direction, and then the inevitable sojourn homewards, 
heavy steps burdened with first love 

Only a handkerchief, plain white with a tiny flower 
embroidered in one corner, my only consolation, my only 
comfort till the next morning when I would see her again, 
at school, standing amongst her friends, each avoiding the 
public acknowledgement and yet so desperately wanting to, 
in spite of all the barriers. The inside pocket bulged with 
the love-letter, sizzled with burning desire: protestations of 
eternal fidelity, scribbled in scraggy schoolboy handwriting, 
and kissed a thousand-fold, and then that would end too: 
a few days of terrible sorrow, grief that a hundred Romeos 
could not match, then the reconciliation, the sad face no 
longer, the return of the appetite, the joy in everything and 
everywhere. Then another girl friend, a change of partners, 
and the beginning of doubt, and the questioning of eternal 
love, the pursuit of the ideal, the setting of standards, the 
search for the answers to the questions which hung and 
waited quietly in the background, and the desire which 
would set the body on fire like crackling grass.



TEN YEARS
A. Essop

Y^-SMIN, a girl of about fifteen, was in her bedroom. She 
was seated on her bed, sobbing. After she had returned 

from the court in the afternoon, she had locked herself in 
her room, refusing to allow her father or anyone else — 
her aunts and cousins and hordes of other sympathisers 
— to enter the room.

It was now past six in the evening. The street lights in 
the narrow smoke-filled streets of Fordsburg were glowing. 
Yasmin’s father, Mr. Adam Suleiman, the veteran South 
African Indian Congress politician, was seated in the lounge 
of their small house, reading the evening paper. For the 
second time now he was reading the report of the trial, 
the final summing up of the case by the judge, the verdict, 
and the sentences passed on the five men found guilty of 
sabotage Their photographs were prominently displayed, 
but he focused his eyes on one face only — his son’s face, 
passionless like a mask, carved in deep shadows.

“Ten years, ten years,” he whispered feebly, and he felt, 
with a painful finality, the closing of a shutter somewhere 
inside him.

The arrest and trial of his son had racked him. The 
protracted, involved court proceedings, the endless discus
sions with the counsel for the defence, the expense, the 
anxiety — these had corroded his health and mental com
posure. He looked like an ascetic, an ascetic who had failed 
to find the promised bliss.

At seven his eldest son Ebrahim was to arrive from 
Durban. There was some comfort in having another son. 
Although he would no longer have his favourite son near 
him, he hoped that Ebrahim would decide to stay with him 
and be a buttress to him in the years of anguish that faced 
him.

Mr. Adam Suleiman’s political experience included the 
rigours of prison life. He had been imprisoned several times 
during his long politically active career; every time the 
Indian Congress had embarked on a passive resistance



campaign against some discriminatory law or other, he had 
been in the forefront. The campaigns had ended without 
achieving anything much to speak of. But now, in retro
spect, he felt thankful: he would be closer to his son’s 
anguish during his long period of incarceration.

At seven Ebrahlm arrived. Father and son greeted each 
other, but rather coldly. Ebrahim sat down on a chair, 
and after a few moments of strained silence, jolted his 
father by saying, “So he had to join the saboteurs. I suppose 
he became desperate.”

Mr. Adam Suleiman scanned his son’s face; he looked 
there for some softness, some mellow sympathetic quality. 
But on Ebrahim’s astringent face there was only implaca
bility and bitter scorn. There was not a trace of pity for 
a brother imprisoned for ten years.

“I don’t understand what you mean,” the father said in 
a timid voice.

“Don’t you?” Ebrahim asked with ironic emphasis.
“No. I don’t.”
Ebrahim produced a packet of cigarettes from his pocket, 

and, with his dark bony fingers, lit one.
“So you don’t grasp what I mean? Must I clarify to you 

the folly of his action and the folly of your encouragement 
— the crass imbecility of it all. Blowing up pylons and 
all that!”

“There is no point in talking about the past. Your brother 
is in prison.”

There was anger within the father, but anaemic and 
muted. He hated his son just then for smoking nonchalantly 
as if nothing had happened. And Ebrahim had not even 
cared to Inquire about his sister. She was still in her room, 
but no longer crying.

“And why should I not talk about it all? Are you trying 
to forget the past? Do you expect me to forget the time 
when you told me to leave this house because you could 
not stand my politics and my ideas? You forget the quarrels 
in this house.”

“I have not forgotten them. But please forget the past 
at the present moment. Have you no feelings for your 
brother?”

“It is my fault — the ten years? Or his own? Or yours 
perhaps?

“My fault? What do you mean? In what way am I 
responsible for his imprisonment?”

“I suppose I must enlighten you. You seem to have a short 
memory. Do you forget your unreasoned defence of the



follies perpetrated by the Indian Congress and your un- 
fatherly rages when I refused to be your flunkey and 
follower?”

“O forget the past, my son. I cannot bear to think of it."
“And do you forget that you told me to leave this house 

when you feared that my brother was beginning to see the 
absurdity of your politics and was on the point of joining 
the Unity Movement?”

The father did not answer.
“And now that my brother is in prison and you need me 

you have sent for me. I suppose you think I have no kind 
of human dignity and self-respect; you can pick me up and 
throw me away as you will”

Mr. Suleiman remained silent.
“Do you admit that you were wrong in your politics, and 

that you wronged me by ordering me to leave this house?”
Mr. Suleiman did not reply. There was an inner resistance 

to admitting this. He feared that his son would quickly 
seize upon the admission in order to make satirical in
vasions into the past.

“You do not admit because to face reality is too much 
for you. You supported the Indian Congress in its time 
(I need not remind you that most of the leaders have now 
absconded from the country) and the few remaining sup
porters — like my brave brother — are in desperation 
blowing up the doors of a post office here, a pylon there, 
or a pillar or two of some public building. The Herrenvolk 
laugh at your childish actions and gather you with ease 
into their nest. But what can one expect from fools of the 
first order. Need I remind you of what happened to your 
passive resistance campaigns? You called me traitor, a 
coward. And what did you acheive? Nothing. No, perhaps 
not nothing, but a kick from the Herrenvolk jackboot and 
a taste of prison life.”

“Perhaps you are right. But you seem to forget that we 
were brave and dared, while you sat, critical, inactive, 
afraid.”

“Yes, but tell me of the futility of your actions? You seem 
to forget that my brother has got ten years. Ten years 
for daring, for being brave as you call it. Action without 
the possibility of achieving anything — that is not audacity 
but folly and rashness.”

The father bowed his head.
“And you encouraged my brother to join the band of 

desperate men. You are responsible for his imprisonment. 
Yes, you can now go and scribble, as you used to do, on



public buildings; ‘Down with Tyrants’, ‘Down with the 
Group Areas Act’, ‘Freedom is around the corner’ and so 
forth. Such scribbling may sooth your conscience, make 
you feel that your cause Is exalted, that you are contribut
ing to the llberatory struggle. But all your life you have fed 
yourself on delusions. My mother — you dragged her from 
one prison to another on your senseless passive resistance 
campaigns. Her illness did not matter to you — the cause 
was more important. At her death your grief was a travesty; 
you gloated at what people said about her being a martyr, 
a woman who had dedicated her life to the cause of freedom. 
You were blind to the obvious insincerity of their words. 
And what has happened to your philosophy of non-violence, 
the Gandhian principles that you and your Congress pro
fessed to uphold? Your answer to Herrenvolk domination 
and Herrenvolk power was meekness, docility. Passive 
resistance! A contradiction of terms, that is what it is. 
Political suicide and political madness, the way of the weak 
and the cowardly. And when passive resistance failed after 
the Herrenvolk courts had kicked you enough in the guts, 
you and your Congress turned in panic to perform in
effectual puerile gestures — blowing up pillars and pylons. 
Like little children, unable to take revenge upon a parent 
perverse enough not to satisfy their whims, resort to break - 
Ing up their playthings. You have always lived in a delu
sional world, with Utopia to be purchased around the 
corner.”

Mr. Adam Suleiman wilted under the blast of accusatory 
words. He felt defeated and humbled, his life crumbling 
within him. He would have infinitely preferred a spell in 
prison to the venomous tongue of his son. At a time when 
he ardently needed commiseration, the futility of his whole 
political life was presented to him by his son.

And then the bedroom door of his daughter opened. She 
stood before them, her long black hair dishevelled and 
flowing over her green dress, her eyes reddened by crying. 
She stood there like some figure in a tragedy, lacerated by 
the political passions that were a part of her family.

Ebrahim rose, went towards her, touched her head with 
his hand — and then promptly left the house.



‘BLACK’ FEELING AND ‘WHITE’ 
THINKING
from a 1966 Diary 
Lionel Abrahams

Twelve Africans are accused of murder in a preliminary 
examination that has begun in Durban. This is a sequel 
to the Effingham rail disaster of last year. Three coaches 
of a crowded surburban train running between Durban and 
the African dormitory township of Kwa Mashu overturned 
on a bend at Effingham and 91 passengers were killed. The 
white driver of the train has just been convicted of culpable 
homicide in that he negligently drove the train at an un
safe speed; the testimony of surviving passengers was that 
they had been terrified by the violent swaying of the 
coaches in the minutes before they had overturned.

The murder charge arises out of the immediate sequel 
to the accident. A young white signalman, running from 
his box to investigate, was set on by a crowd of the pas
sengers and stoned to death.

When God seems to have dealt over-cruelly with us we 
blaspheme in protest. This killing, straight out of the 
irrational sphere, seems to me the equivalent of such a 
spontaneous blasphemy. To the passengers the driver was 
to blame for what had befallen them — but the driver in 
his negligence was merely an embodiment of authority, the 
powers that rule, unsolicitous because unloving, blame
worthy because nearly omnipotent, identifiable because 
white. And in that moment any white man (particularly 
one in a uniform) became an equal embodiment of that out
rageous authority.

This is feeling-according-to-race, and this is far from 
being the first time that blacks have revealed the force 
of such emotions in them. Repeatedly during riots we have 
seen onslaughts against the most beniflcent persons who 
happened to be white (I remember the case of a ministering 
nun who was done to death in the location where she 
served) and such institutions as schools serving the Africans



themselves, which became for the moment pre-eminently 
symbols of authority and thus of whiteness.

But the white man is in power, and therefore he can’t 
escape the blame for what occurs. If the black man 
reveals racial feeling, the white man, in the whole exercise 
of his power, manifest racial thinking. He has chosen his 
racialism. One may wonder whether the black man’s un
chosen, spontaneous-responses-according-to-race are not 
some of the inevitable results of the white man’s self- 
justifying philosophy.

‘White thinking’ rejects the individual variety of naked 
experience — it hides all actual instances from Itself under 
a garmentry of symbols, a livery or uniform according to 
which all real happenings may be ranked in categories 
without reference to their intrinsic significance. A man is 
not a man but a white man or a non-white. A murder is 
not a murder but evidence of racial culpability. All reality 
is lost behind the symbolism. Should we wonder, then, if 
the symbolism begins to acquire, for those who may have 
begun by thinking differently, a high charge of emotional 
and imaginative reality? The signalman is a signal and 
that signal is the reality of everything the white man's 
philosophy of superiority claims for him — and all that 
follows from it in the sense of responsibility. Running to 
bring succour, the signalman is outstripped by his other, his 
larger symbolic self, the White Man, the power, the 
destroyer who in this outraged, depraved, audacious moment 
must be destroyed.

Of course, the white man also feels, in racial terms. 
Whether this is the root or the fruit of his thinking it is 
impossible to say. ( ‘The fruit’, I should argue, because 
response by feeling tends to release the multifarious 
fluidity of experience in the imagination, not to freeze it 
into categories, as response by thought tends to do — short 
of the rare rethought, or refelt, thinking that can again 
restore the life of the actualities.) In any case, our f e e l in g s 
do not come greatly under the control of our wills, but our 
thinking does. If anything is to be done, it can oniy be 
done in the first instance about what is thought. We can’t 
predict or control the impulse that murders the signalman, 
but we can change Job Reservation and Group Areas, laws, 
crystallizations of our thinking, which help to fix our social 
relations in the painful manner that produces such lethal 
impulses. And I trace the same class of causes behind all 
racial crimes committed by whites as well. Bultfonteln, 
Jagersfonteln, the Fordsburg stampede, Sharpevllle, were all



unofficial actions, mistakes, aberrations, accidents or 
crimes — but they were all inevitable results of our thinking 
on race, right and power, as embodied in our laws and 
sanctioned customs.

These reflections bring me round again to the question of 
the culture boycott, though at a fresh point. Works of art 
impinge upon us in unpredictable ways. I would never 
predicate from them a necessarily educative influence. But 
if art bears in any way on our situation it is through its 
presumable power to enrich and subtilize our thinking — 
which, if at all, it may do through being given, never 
through being withheld. Of the thinking behind the culture 
boycott (as of much political thinking, in fact) I suspect 
that it is essentially akin to what I have described as ‘white 
thinking’. The symbolism is different, but the mechanism, 
by which the dancing recalcitrance of facts becomes sub
dued under a grid of symbols and categories with automatic 
responses attached, is the same. There is the same draining 
away of all complexity: ‘South Africa’ is refined down to an 
emblem — a black Christ on a White cross, or some obscene 
white weight crushing the life out of some vulnerable black 
giant. The responses Invoked by such symbols are im
perative, obvious, break the white, release the black! At 
least abjure the white, wash clean of it, show hands purified 
of that silver.

But what are the appropriate responses to Fugard’s 
symbol* of two men joined in a bloodknot, both alive and 
sentient, each in and of the other? This is not so simple: 
what do you abjure here, what do you turn away from, how 
do you dissociate yourself from the pariah who is the 
brother of your ward? And if we must use symbols, dare 
anyone assert that Fugard’s difficult one is further from 
the truth of things than those other, easy ones? But ‘the 
truth of things’ I Once issues become political, who remains 
Interested in ‘the truth of things’?

The Bloodknot, a play by Athol Fugard
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